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CHANCES IN USAF STRUCTURAL LOADS REQUIREMENTS 

Daniel Sheet« and Robert Gerami 
Load« and Dynamic» Branch 

Aeronautical Systems Division 
ASD/ENFSL, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH 

USA 
45433-6503 

ABSTRACT 

**■ The new General Specification for Aircraft Structures, MIL-A-87221 (USAF), does 
not establish the traditional, fixed requirements, but instead it presents the current 
tailored approach to establishing structural loads requirements.  In most cases the 
previous specifications set arbitrary load levels and conditions to be used in aircraft 
design.  These requirements vere based on historical experience, without consideration 
of future potential need« or capabilities brought about by technology advances.  Instead, 
the new philosophy requires that loading conditions be established rationally for each 
weapon system based on anticipated usage.  Also, compliance with each condition must be 
verified by analysis, model test, or full scale measurement. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the late 1970s, several condl 
Force to develop new aircraft structural 
a policy of reviewing, revising, and upgr 
factors favoring a new approach. The con 
the existing system of many layers of spe 
rapidly advancing structural technologies 
control capabilities, demanded that the s 
range of conditions while using an ever w 
specification for aircraft structures, MI 
past requirement practices. It establish 
performance and verification requirements 
tion of operational needs and anticipated 
arbitrary conditions, levels, and values 
of aircraft. 

tlons came together that caused the US Air 
specifications.  While the USAF has slways had 
«ding existing specifications, there were 
tractlng and legal authorities believed that 
cifications nreded to be simplified.  Also, 
, coupled with new realms of performance and 
tructural specifications address much wider 
idening mix of technologies.  The new military 
L-A-87221 (USAF), Is a major deviation from 
es weapon system uniquely tailored structural 
for alrframes based on an in-depth conaidera- 
usage.  In the past, specifications set 

to be used in the design of broad categories 

Various sources have alleged thst design requirements have not kept pace with 
current usage practices; especially in the area of flight combat maneuvers.  These 
allegations ignore the new requirement philosophy and are wrong for several reasons. 
The specification, MIL-A-87221 (USAF), does not preclude the consideration of any type 
of loading situation.  The new specification actually requires the consideration of any 
loading condition that can be identified for either analysis, model testing, or full 
scale measurement.  Therefore, if a loading »onditlon is overlooked, the fault is not 
with MIL-A-87221 since it is not a set of rigid, pre-determined requirements. 

Thus, this new approach does place s 
and ability to correctly anticipate the ac 
sents a broad spectrum of individuals mo 
not Just from the System Project Office wh 
Anyone attempting to use the specification 
covers all types of aircraft; from light o 
fastest fighters, to any of the most advan 
tion of this new specifUatlon must be tal 
design. It should also be understood that 
*,neral type, will have the same, identlca 
must the detail design specification be t« 
craft, but it must also reflect the specif 
designed and performance capabilities brou 
aerodynamics, control system integration, 

STRUCTURAL LOADINC CONDITIONS 

greater reliance on the designer's insight 
tual service losds.  The »erm designer repre- 
ciated with the USAF, System Contrsctor, snd 
ich manages system development for the USAF. 
must understand that this on« documsnt 
bservstion, to the largest transport, to the 
eed flight vehicles.  Therefore, any appllca- 
lored to the specific type of aircraft under 
no two aircraft designs, even of the same 

1, anticipated usage.  Therefore, not only 
llored to a specific type ot  category of air- 
ic anticipated usage of the aircraft being 
ght about by technology Improvement« in 
materials, and humea factors. 

The general organisation of NIL-A-87221 is shown in figure 1.  Structural loading 
requirements are developed through the application of section 3.4 of the appendix.  The 
verification of these requirements is established by the use r»f section 4.4, also of the 
appendix.  This procedure when incorporated into the new specification gives the user 
the best feature« of both a checklist approach and total design freedom.  The loading 
requirement section 3.4, is divided into flight and ground conditions as shown la figure 
2.  Ths flight and ground condition« are divided into «ubaectlons as shown in figures 2a 
and 2b respectively.  Bach of the many «ubaectlona contain varou« «pacific load «ourcs« 
which the designer can either accept or modify as appropriate.  During aircraft design, 
particular care must be exercised in defining Loth the «tructural loading condition« 
and the «««oclate distribution« u«ed to design the airfraa«, which in turn directly 
influence« the performance and reliability of the aircraft.  No «ingle «ectlon of the 
specification can be addressed independently.  All requirement« pertaining to all 
techaologie« muat be considered as one unified entity.  Both flight and ground operating 
condition« muct be baaed on the anticipated usage, unique to a specific aircraft design 
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effort.  These conditions reflect the operational usage from which design loads shall 
evolve. 

Even though this new approach gives the designer considerable flexibility, the 
designer is not abandoned to establishing all requirements without guidance or assis- 
tance.  In both the requirement and verification sections, numerous possibilities are 
presented for consideration.  The applicability or non-applicability of each suggested 
requirement or verification can be indicated by inserting either "APP" or "N/A" in a 
blank provided with each one.  For chose that are considered applicable, either the 
requirement or verification procedure is then fully defined.  Additionally, unique 
requirements can be added as a direct product of the tailoring process. 

FLIGHT LOADING CONDITIONS 

The flight conditions (subsection of 3.4) consists of thirteen categories, from 
the standard symmetrical maneuvers, to missile evasion, to the all inclusive "Other" 
category which is the one that both frees the designer from rigid requirements and 
simultaneously burdens him with the need to better define anticipated usage.  The 
maneuver load category suggests a minimum of five sub-categories for consideration. 
There is, of course, the usual symmetric maneuver envelope, figure 3.  However, due to 
current usage, various maneuvers such as extreme yaw, linking, or missile lock evasion 
are suggested for design consideration.  Any maneuver which is possible for an antici- 
pated aircraft and its usage, must be considered for design purposes. 

Other changes can be found in the area of turbulence analysis.  Historically, gust 
loading conditions have been analysed by a discrete approach.  However, the current 
procedure is to employ an «xceedance distribution calculation.  In order to establiah 
the exceedance distribution, various parameters are needed.  Fortunately, the new 
specification does suggest values for these terms; figure 4 is an example from the 
specification.  Also, historically, maneuver and gust loadings were considered inde- 
pendent and non-concurrent of each other except for aircraft engaged in low altitude 
missions.  However, M1L-A-87221 actually suggests the designer rationally consider 
various conditions where gust and maneuver loads are combined because they concurrently 
affect the aircraft. 

A vary different type of load condition occurs during In-flight refueling.  While 
some services use the probe and drogue system, a few others use the flying boom approach; 
a few use both types of in-flight refueling systems-  This specification provides guid- 
ance in both these areas to establish appropriate design conditions. 

Since the very beginning of aircraft preasurlzatlon, apeclflcatlens have addressed 
its loading effects.  However, this new specification addresses prcssurlaatlon in a 
more inclusive manner then in the past.  Usually, pressurisation concerns have been 
focused on eockfi'a or craw compartments.  In contraat, the new specification addresses 
all portions of the aircraft structure subject to a pressure differential.  The require- 
ments to crotider preasurltatlan even apply to such areas as fuel tanks, avionics bays, 
or photographic compartments.  The broad application of this section of the specifica- 
tion requires constant and capable vigilance by the designer to include all pertinent 
structure. 

Sine« this specification does not presume to directly address all possible loading 
phenomena, a special category is reserved for any unique situations.  This category Is 
called "Other" and 1« available so the designer can completely define all anticipated 
aircraft flight loading conditions.  The Important aspect of this category is that the 
designer la free to include any flight loading condition derived from operational 
requirements that can be appropriately defined for analysis. 

GftOUMe LOADING CONDITIONS 

while aircraft ground operations are not as glamorous as flight performance, they 
can b« the source of significant loading cooditlena.  Unlike flight conditions, there 
have been very few changes to ground operating conditions in recent years.  In some 
casts the loading levels have been decreased due to Improved civil engineering capa- 
bilities; improved runways, taxlways, ramps, etc.  Ground loading conditions include 
all ground operations (taxi, landing, braking, etc) and maintenance operations (towing. 
Jacking, hoisting, etc.). 

Ground Operations 

Since the earliest days of aircraft, ground operations nave changed very little. 
Host of these changes have been in the art« of load magnitude, not in the type or 
aeurce of load. Before takeoff» an aircraft normally need* to taxi, turn, pivot, and 
brake. Various combinations of these operations must be considered in order to fully 
analya« realistic gorund operations. The reaultant loads are highly dependent on the 
operating condition», which are in turn dependent on the aircraft type and anticipated 
mission. 
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Takeoff «ad Landing. 

Usually takaoffs and landings are performed on hard, smooth surfaces which are of 
mere than adequate length.  However, in some situations the surface is not of adequate 
length, hardness, or saoothness.  Therefore, takeoff specifications aust either antici- 
pate all possible situations or allow the designer to establish specific takeoff and 
landing requirements for each systea.  For exaaple, consideration is given to rough 
seal-prepared and unprepared surfaces.  Even rocket and catapult aaaisted launch ia 
included in the specification.  However, the deaigner is free to consider devices such 
aa akl-juaps, If they are appropriate to the aircraft and Missions involved.  Since 
takaoffs are addressed; so too are landings.  Various surfaces, arrestaent devices 
and deceleration procedures are included for consideration as possible load producing 
conditions.  The designer and eventual user aust work together to correctly establish 
landing raquireaents, since they can vary greatly depending on the final usage of the 
aircraft. 

Towing 

Since the beginning of aviation, it has been necessary to tow aircraft.  While the 
designer is free to define his own towing conditions and associated loads, he aust also 
verify the legitimacy of theue conditions.  In this category the new specification comes 
close to the previous Air Force criteria speciflestions by providing the values given 
in figures S and 6.  One should remember that these towing conditions are very much a 
result of years of empirical experience.  Justifying and verifying new towing load 
conditions could be a very difficult task. 

Crashes 

Unfortunately n«t all flights are successful; some end In crashes.  Different 
typee of aircraft require various types of design considerstions for crssh losds, 
depending on their inherent dangers due to mission snd general configuration.  For 
exaaple, fighters pose crash problems with respect to seats, fuel tanks, or cockpit 
equipment, but definitely not litters or bunks.  However, the design of a transport 
would most assuredly involvs crash losd considerations for cargo, litters, bunks, or 
even temporary fuel tanks In the cargo compartment.  The new specification suggests 
various combinations of on-bosrd equipment.  These suggested values, figure 7, are very 
similar to the historic ones which In the peat were flra requirement*.  Today a designer 
can use factors other than the suggested ones, as long as the alternate load factor« ean 
be substantiated. 

Halntenance 

Even dally aeintenance action« can Impose various loading conditions en aircraft. 
Many maintenance operations require towing, jacking, or hoisting which subject the 
aircraft to abnormal and unusual loading coablnatlons that must be considered during 
aircraft design.  Cenerel deta Is supplied for these condition«, figure 8.  However, 
following the tailoring philosophy in M1L-A-87221 (U$AF), the designer is free to 
define any level of aeintenance induced loadings which can be substantlated. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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FK. 1   ORGANIZATION OF MILA87221 <USAF) 
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NOTES: 

1. JA = GB = VALUE SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.9 

2. GC = VALUE SPECIFIEO IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.9 

3. HO = KE = VALUE SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.9 

4. OH - VH AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.7 

5. 06 = V0 OR VL AS SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.7 

FIG. 3    V - n DIAGRAM FOR SYMMETRICAL FLIGHT AS 
PRESENTED IN MILA-87221 (USAF) 
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CONDITION 

TOWING LOAD ROTATION OF 
AUXILIARY WHEEL 

RELATIVE TO 
NORMAL POSITION TOW POINT 

DIRECTION FROM 
FORWARD, DEGREES MAGNITUDE 

1 0 

0.75 T 
AT OR NEAR 
EACH MAIN 

GEAR 

2 ±30 

3 180 

4 ±150 

5 0 
T 0 

AT AUXILIARY 
GEAR OR NEAR 

PLANE OF 
SYMMETRY 

6 180 

7 0 
T 180 

8 180 

9 MAXIMUM ANGLE 
0.5 T 

MAXIMUM ANGLE 

10 MAXIMUM ANGLE 
PLUS 180 

11 MAXIMUM ANGLE 
0.5 T MAXIMUM ANGLE 

PLUS 180 
12 MAXIMUM ANGLE 

PLUS 180 

FIG. 5   SUGGESTED TOWING CONDITION 
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FIG. 6   SUGGESTED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIRCRAFT WEIGHT ANO TOW LOAO 
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BASIC 
MISSION 

SYMBOLS 

LOAD FACTORS 

APPLICABLE 
ITEMS 

LONGITUDINAL 

VERTICAL 
LATERAL 

(LEFT AND RIGHT) FORWARD AFT 

ALL 

AIRPLANES 

EXCEPT 

CARGO 

(C) 

CARGO 
(C) 

40 

20 

10 

20 

10 

5 

10 UP 
20 DOWN 

10 UP 
20 DOWN 

5 UP 
10 DOWN 

14 

10 

10 

APPLICABLE 
TO ALL ITEMS 

APPLICABLE 
TO ALL ITEMS 

EXCEPT 
STOWABLE 

TROOP SEATS 

APPLICABLE 
TO STOWABLE 
TROOP SEATS 

FIG. 7   SAMPLE SEAT CRASH LOAD FACTORS SHOWN IN MIL-A-87221 (USAF) 

COMPONENT LANDING GEAR 
3-POINT ATTITUDE 

OTHER JACK POINTS 
LEVEL ATTITUDE 

VERTICAL 

HORIZONTAL 

1.35 F 

0.4 F 

2.0 F 

0 5 F 

F IS THE STATIC VERTICAL REACTION AT THE JACK POINT. 

FIG 8    SAMPLE JACKING LOADS GIVEN IN MIL-A-87221 (USAF) 


